1. Locate proper template. Center punch all hole locations, pre-drill 5/32".

2. Determine door width, adjust spring power to match chart.

3. Secure closer and forearm with fasteners provided.

4. Attach arm to closer, insert rod into arm tube.

5. If necessary, adjust closer.

6. Attach cover with fasteners provided.

NOTE: MOST 4031 TOP JAMB INSTALLATIONS REQUIRE A PLATE. (SEE REVERSE SIDE OF SHEET FOR TEMPLATING.)

Flush header or single rabatted frame mount requires 3 1/2" frame face

* Locate closer & shoe from centline of pivot or swing clear hinge pin when used.
TOP JAMB MOUNTED ON 4030-18TJ ADAPTER PLATE

* Locate drop plate & shoe from centerline of pivot or swing clear hinge pin when used.

* Locate drop plate & shoe from centerline of pivot or swing clear hinge pin when used.

LEFT HAND SHOWN, RIGHT HAND OPPOSITE
MAIN GAUCHE ILLUSTRÉE, MAIN DROITE CONTRAIRE
PUERTA DE MANO IZQUIERDA ILUSTRAR, MANO DERECHA LOAPUESTO
**Additional Notes:**

1. None
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